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Here you can find the menu of Fish Only in Los Angeles. At the moment, there are 4 dishes and drinks on the
card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Fish Only:

been coming here since around 1998.the food remains consistent, now that's impressive!Super tasty rice, Great
crunch and taste on the batter.I love that they butterfly the shrimp and remove the little dark line.The fish, no
matter which one you decide is always cooked right, I've never had a dry piece.I remember the man with the
short hair when we were both kids. My dad used to buy food from him, and now I buy food f... read more. The
rooms on site are wheelchair accessible and can also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities.

What User doesn't like about Fish Only:
Nice environment..But THE FOOD..LOL WAS A JOKE! I received precooked Fish that was refried! The Shrimp

was dry&overcooked. I LOVE FISH &SHRIMP..SEAFOOD IS MY FAVORITE...GOOD ID COOKED
DIFFERENTLY IN DIFFERENT AREAS@IM FRM WS OF LA..FISH RESTAURANTS all over...Lol NOT THE
SAME! I SPENT $24, ate a few hard shrimps. Took it home&gave it to the stray cats that wouldn't eat it@My
point is everyone has different taste buds... read more. Fish Only from Los Angeles is the perfect place if you

want to try delicious American meals like burgers or barbecue, and you can look forward to the delicious
traditional seafood cuisine. Even South American fresh fish, meat, as well as corn and rice are grilled here.
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Salad�
COLESLAW

�tra�
DIPPING SAUCE

Sala�
COLE SLAW

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

FISH SANDWICH

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

FRIES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

TILAPIA

TRAVEL

PICKLE

CHICKEN
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